.bt inite tge altof da the framework is shown to prevent the misdiagnosis of missto PM b'eing misdiagnosed as missing data ing data due to PM. Motion estimation is key to a wide variety of digital video processing tasks. Unfortunately, there are a number of situations in which motion cannot be estimated regardless of the complexity of the estimator. Two of the most common causes of motion estimation failure are Missing Data (regions of damaged or destroyed image data typically caused by dirt and sparkle [1] ) and Pathological Motion (PM) (object motion that is impossible to estimate). Forms of PM include occlusion and uncovering of objects, intermittent motion, motion blur and self-occluding motion [2] . Long-term PM, where PM persists over a number of frames, causes false alarms in missing data detection (see figure 1) . Missing Data is modeled as a region of image data which is present in a single frame only. Hence it is typically detected by observing temporal discontinuities in the image intensity function over a 3 frame window centred on the current frame [1, 3] . Longterm PM causes false alarms since it will also cause temporal discontinuities over a 3 frame window and be mistaken for missing data.
Previous approaches for dealing with Pathological Motion have largely fallen into two categories. The first does * Thanks to the Irish Research Council for Science, Engineering and Technology for funding this research. not involve detecting PM directly but rather detecting regions which are likely to contain PM and then to make Missing Data Treatment more conservative in these areas [4] . An alternative strategy is to firstly detect all regions of motion estimation failure and then to classify between missing data and PM [2, 5] . Bornard proposed in [5] that long-term PM could be detected by searching for temporal discontinuities over a number of frames. Given the motion information for a sequence, a probabilistic framework is used to estimate the 4 binary temporal discontinuity fields over a 5 frame window. This is followed by a deterministic interpretation step to perform the classification. Missing data is classified if temporal discontinuities only exist at a site in the 2 central discontinuity fields. Sites at which discontinuities also exist in the two outer fields are classified as PM.
In this paper a new probabilistic framework for long-term PM detection is proposed. The framework extends on Bornard's observation that PM can be detected using more temporal information by incorporating the observation that PM causes the local smoothness assumption of a motion field to be violated. A more complete frame model is used considering every possible configuration of the 4 temporal discontinuity fields (16 in total). Each configuration is modeled as either PM or missing data allowing both PM and missing data to be detected. Unlike Bornard's approach, there is no interpretation step as the framework directly detects PM from the 5 frame window and motion information. This allows prior information to be incorporated into the final result rather than 1-4244-0481-9/06/$20.00 C2006 IEEE the temporal discontinuity fields.
The next section describes in more detail the frame model and the operation of the framework. In the following section, experimental results for a number of sequences are presented. Also a simple missing data treatment experiment is described that demonstrates that the proposed framework provides missing data detection robust to PM.
PATHOLOGICAL MOTION DETECTION
The proposed PM detection algorithm uses a probabilistic framework to detect PM in a frame given the frame and the two previous and subsequent frames as well as the motion information for the 5 frames. Any motion estimator that outputs results expressible as a vector field (e.g. [1] ) can be used to generate the motion information. This section firstly describes the context for the framework and then the probabilistic framework itself. The final subsection provides some information on how the detection is performed in practice.
Temporal Discontinuity Estimation
Temporal discontinuities are estimated using the motion compensated Displaced Frame Differential (DFD). An+2 (x) In+I (x + df) In+2 (x + df + df+1) (1) where Ai(x) is the DFD value at pixel site x. The quantities df and db are the forward and backward motion vector fields for frame n (i.e. the motion from frame n to n + 1 and n to n -1) respectively and In-2, In1,, In, In+± and In+2 are the intensity functions of the 5 frames of the temporal window. It should be noted that all frames are motion compensated with respect to the central frame In.
The State Model
The goal of the algorithm is to segment the central frame into regions of PM, missing data and uncorrupted sites. To achieve this, a label field is correspond to sites at which PM is suspected.
The Probabilistic Framework
In order to obtain a solution for frame n, a solution for s(x) and l(x) must be found given the temporal discontinuity and divergence information. This is achieved by manipulating the posteriorp(l, S An, bdiv: L) using Bayes' Law as follows p(l, s An bdiv L) Dc P(An 1, s)p(l L)p(l bdiv). (2) For convenience, the index x has been omitted and the 4 (7' is the variance of An at uncorrupted sites and oa is a probability penalty for temporal discontinuity associated with the 99% confidence level of a gaussian distribution (oa = 2.762/2). Two probability priors are associated with this framework. The first, p(l(x) L), is a spatial smoothness constraint derived from the observation that PM and missing data manifests as contiguous regions rather than isolated sites. A Gibbs Energy Prior [6] is used and is given by p(l L) oc exp -{Ai Al Ay I (x) I) } (4) yEAr (x) where A1l is the weight of spatial smoothness (typically A1l 1), IY is a weight inversely proportional to lx y and PJ (x) is the 8-connected neighbourhood of x. A smoothness prior is not associated with s(x) for reasons of computational complexity.
The second prior is a data driven prior which enforces the constraint that PM is associated with large motion field divergences. It constrains l(x) (and s(x)) to be a PM state when bdi, = 1. The expression for the prior is p(l bdiv) OC exp -Ab X {div bdiv ) I = 2
where Ab is the weight associated with the prior (typically Ab 1).
A practical solution
There are 16 possible solutions associated with s(x) at each pixel. The solution for 1(x) is then obtained directly from table 1. A result is obtained by evaluating the posterior for each configuration of s and then choosing the MAP estimate for each site. This is achieved using the ICM algorithm [7] . This process is then iterated and iterations continue until the result converges up to a maximum of 20 iterations. A checkerboard scan is used to reduce the propagation of errors. The multiresolution scheme described by Heitz et al. [8] An experiment was undertaken to determine the effect of the PM detection framework on the performance of missing data treatment. As the PM detection framework also models missing data, it can be used to detect missing data. The framework was compared with a missing data detector with no PM detection (based on the tear delineation algorithm in [9] ). The results from both detectors were used to initialise a simple missing data recovery technique by interpolating detected missing data from the previous and next frames. Results from the experiment are shown in figure 3 . The destruction of image data, seen in the results of missing data treatment without PM detection, has largely been avoided when Fig. 3 . This figure shows the results of the missing data treatment experiment for 3 frames. Far Left Column: A zoom of the 3 original frames; Middle Left: Detected PM highlighted; Middle Right; The result of missing data removal without PM detection; Far Right: The result of missing data treatment using the Long-term PM Detector. The destruction of image data has been avoided using the proposed framework. Missing data apparent in the frame on the 2nd row is removed by both frameworks.
the PM detection framework is used to detect missing data.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper a probabilistic framework has been presented that detects long-term Pathological Motion from 5 frames of image data and the corresponding motion information. Every possible temporal discontinuity configuration over the 5 frames is modeled. This, along with the use of the divergence, prevents the misdiagnosis of PM as missing data and has been demonstrated in fig. 3 . Work is ongoing to compare the framework with other PM detection methods (most notably [5] ) and to integrate the framework into an existing missing data treatment technique making it robust to PM.
